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The problem of oblivious routing in fixed connection networks with a limited amount of 
space available to buffer packets is studied. We show that for an n processor network with a 
constant number of connections and a constant number of buffers any deterministic pure 
source-oblivious strategy realizing all partial permutations requires Q(n) time. The conse- 
quence of this result for well-known networks is discussed. 0 191 Academic PBS. IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of routing packets of information through a network of processors 
connected in a fixed pattern is fundamental to the study of parallel computation. 
Current designs for parallel computers are physically limited to such fixed 
connection networks with a small number of connections per processor and a fixed 
amount of storage per processor. The simulation of a general purpose parallel 
computer on these machines requires the ability to realize many types of 
communication patterns between the processors. We consider the case where the 
communication between processors is performed by packet based routing. The 
canonical routing problem is that of (partial) permutation routing where the origins 
and destinations of the packets form a (partial) permutation. (For a discussion of 
the simulation of a general purpose parallel computer by a realistic. -parallel 
computer see [S, Vl]. For a discussion of current designs for parallel computers 
see [K] and the references therein.) 
Many different classes of strategies for solving the permutation routing problem 
have been previously studied (global, local, minimal, etc.). Valiant [V2] introduced 
the concept of oblivious strategies in which the route of any packet is completely 
independent of the routes chosen for all other packets. If we further stipulate that 
the choice of when a packet crosses an edge is made locally these strategies are 
entirely local and are generally easy to implement. Borodin and Hopcroft [BH] 
were able to show that any deterministic oblivious strategy for an n processor 
network with a constant number of connections per processor requires B(A) time 
to realize some (partial) permutation. 
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As the number of processors increases it is desirable for not only the number of 
connections per processor to remain constant but also the size of the processors 
and thus their storage capacity to remain constant. The first to consider routing 
with limited buffer capacity was Pippenger [P], who showed how to route on the 
butterfly network with a constant number of buffers. Since then a number of 
constant queue-size strategies for networks have been reported ([R, Ral, Ku, KRT, 
LMT, LMR]). The only general lower bound in this area is the work of Borodin 
and Hopcroft [BH] mentioned above. 
In this paper we study an important subclass of oblivious strategies, called pure 
source-oblivious strategies. For these strategies the route of a packet depends only 
on its current location and its destination (i.e., they are source-oblivious) and a 
packet is never held back when it is possible for it to advance (i.e., they are pure). 
The strategies presented in [V2, VB, A, U] and some of the strategies in [KRT, T] 
are examples of pure source-oblivious strategies. We show that any deterministic 
pure source-oblivious strategy for an n processor network with a constant number 
of connections per processor and a constant amount of space available for the 
storage of packets requires Q(n) time to route some partial permutation. Among 
the most interesting of the many corollaries to this result is that deterministic pure 
source-oblivious routing on an n x n mesh requires time Q(n2). Note that Borodin 
and Hopcroft’s result only showed the time in this case to be Q(n) which follows 
immediately from the obvious diameter lower bound. 
The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. The next section contains 
definitions and preliminary facts required in the third section which presents the 
proof of our main result. The final sections discuss the many corollaries of the main 
theorem and the open questions remaining in this inquiry. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For our purposes, a fixed connection network is a digraph G = (I’, E) where the 
nodes may be thought of as processors and the edges as directed communication 
links between the processors. If (u, u) E E then processor u can send one packet to 
processor a in a single communication (time) step. A processor with k buffers can 
store up to k packets between communication steps. The buffers are used dynami- 
cally to form d packet queues, one for each edge of a degree d node. The queues 
contain those packets waiting to cross the given edge. 
We are interested in strategies which can solve the partial permutation routing 
problem: Given a set of origin-destination pairs which form a partial permutation 
of the nodes of G, for each pair provide connected paths along the edges of G for 
a packet to travel. 
A pure source-oblivious routing strategy has the following properties: 
1. For every origin-destination pair (s, t) the strategy provides a route 
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(possibly randomly chosen) from s to t for a packet to follow independent of the 
routes chosen for the other packets (i.e., the strategy is oblivious). 
2. The next edge in the route of a packet depends only on the packet’s 
present location, its final destination, and (possibly) some random bits (i.e., the 
strategy is source-oblivious). 
3. The queuing discipline (i.e., the method of resolving contentions for the 
same edge by more than one packet) has the minimal property that if at a 
particular time there are one or more packets in queue for a particular edge then 
one of them is chosen to cross the edge in the next communication step (i.e., the 
strategy is pure). 
As a consequence of the definition a pure source-oblivious strategy for a network 
G with a maximum of k buffers per node must ensure for all permutations and for 
all nodes of G that if at a particular time a node has j packets in its buffers, i of 
which are scheduled to leave during the next communication step, and there are I 
packets which are going to arrive at the node during the next communication step, 
then j - i + 16 k (i.e., nodes never contain more packets than buffers). Note that the 
condition that a strategy be pure, while simplifying its control structure, may be 
very restrictive. It requires that the strategy guarantee a priori that no packet will 
be sent to a node which will cause the node’s buffers to overflow. 
Let T be a rooted tree and let T(u) be the subtree of T rooted at V. Let T’ be 
the result of r-pruning T where r-pruning is the process of removing all nodes u of 
T for which T(u) has at most r nodes. We will need these facts below (the proofs 
of which appear in the Appendix). 
Fact 1. Let d be the maximum degree of a rooted tree, T on n nodes. If r < n 
then T’ is a tree containing at least n/(dr + 1) nodes. If r > n then T’ is empty. 
Fact 2. If we remove 1 edges from an n node tree then there exists a connected 
component remaining with at least n/(f + 1) nodes. 
Fact 3. Let j, k, 120 and m>l. Let IAll = lAzj = ... = IA,1 =j, lBlj = 
l&l = ... = IB,J =k, and IC,J = jC,I = ... =IC,,( =I and say AinBi=12/, 
AinCi=@, and BinCi=@ for all i=l,...,n. If n>(2(j+k+I)+m)j+k+‘+m 
then there exists D c { 1, . . . . n} such that IDI=m and A,nBi,=@, A.nCi,=a 
and B,nCi,=12/ for all &,i,ED. 
3. LOWER BOUND 
In this section we prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G = ( V, E) be an n node network having maximum degree d and a 
maximum of k buffers per node. The time required in the worst case by any deter- 
ministic pure source-oblivious routing strategy for G solving the partial permutation 
routing problem is Q(n/d4k(8k)5k). 
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Note that for a deterministic source-oblivious strategy R, at any node there is a 
unique edge that a packet with a particular destination will take. Following the 
sequence of edges from any node eventually must lead to the final destination. Thus 
the set of routes for packets heading to a given destination forms a tree rooted at 
that destination. The tree formed by considering the set of routes of packets headed 
to destination node t will be called the destination tree oft and will be denoted T,. 
R may be represented as n such destination trees, one for each node of G. 
We define a triple (x, y, z, w) of G to be the subgraph of G containing exactly 
the directed edges (x, w), (y, w), and (w, z), if they exist. A triple is said to be a 
coalescing tripZe for a destination t if and only if it is a subgraph of the k-pruned 
destination tree of t, Tr. The proof of the theorem is based on the following: 
LEMMA. At most (8k)5k destinations of G can share a given coalescing triple. 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume m = (8k)‘k destinations t,, . . . . t, share a 
coalescing triple (x, y, z, w). We will show there exists a partial permutation for 
which the routing strategy, R, forces the buffers of node w to overflow (causing the 
failure of the strategy). 
Let Ai= {a r,l~...~ai,k-l? %,k =x} be the set of vertices of a subtree of size k in 
T,, rooted at x, for i = 1, ..,, m. Similarly, let Bi = {b, r, ,.., b, k- 1, b, k = y} be the set 
of vertices of a subtree of size k in T, rooted at y, for i= 1, . . . . m. Such subtrees exist 
since x and y are vertices of Ti. Let Ci = {ci, , = z, . . . . ci, k} be the set of the first k 
vertices of the path in T, beginning at z (extended by unique values if the path is 
of length <k), for i = 1, . . . . m (i.e., Ci contains the first k vertices of the path a 
packet starting at w and destined for ti follows and if ti is of distance less than k 
from w then unique values are added to make the set of size k). 
Note that AinBi=@, AinCi=O, and BinCi=@ for i=l,...,m. By Fact3 
there exists D c (1, . . . . m} such that IDI =2k and for all iO, il,ED, AiOnBi,=O, 
Ai0 n B%= 0, and B, n C, = 0. Renumber the destinations SO that D = { 1, . . . . 2k). 
Let A=A,uA,u . ..uA.,, B=B,uB,u . . . uBlk, and C=CluC1u . ..u 
C2k. Sort the elements of 2 (B, respectively) according to their increasing distance 
from the node x (y, respectively) to get A = {aI =x, a2, . . . . u,} where p > k 
(B= {b, =y, b,, . . . . b,} where q 3 k, respectively). 
Consider the partial permutation 
?‘c= {(al, tl), .a., (ak, fkh (b,, tk+l), -9.3 (bk, t2k)). 
Note that before reaching w, in the first k steps of running strategy R on K, packets 
with an origin in A never encounter any packets with an origin in II which have 
also not reached w since A n B = 0. Further note that before reaching w, packets 
with an origin in A (B, respectively) never encounter any packets which have 
already passed through w since An c = 0 (B n c = 0, respectively). Finally note 
that for the first k steps one packet with an origin in 2 (B, respectively) crosses the 
edge (x, w) ((v, w), respectively) since the queuing discipline advances one packet 
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from each nonempty queue. It is easy to see that after the first k steps of running 
strategy R on n the node w will contain k + 1 packets and the strategy fails. 1 
Proof of the theorem. Examine each of the at most nd3 triples of G. For all 
destinations t for which the triple (x, y, z, W) is a coalescing triple remove the edge 
(x, W) from Tf. The lemma ensures that we will be removing at most (8k)‘k edges 
from pruned destination trees for each triple we consider, for a total of at most 
nd3(8k)5k edges removed from all trees in this process. Since the average number of 
edges removed from a tree is d3(8k)5k there must be a tree, Tf, having <d3(8k)Sk 
edges removed from it. Thus using Facts 1 and 2 we may conclude there is a 
component of Tr remaining with Q(n/d4k(8k)sk) nodes. But after the above process 
the remaining components are just paths; i.e., some packet must travel through 
12(n/d4k(8k)5k) nodes to reach the destination i. 1 
The proof of the theorem depends upon the fact that the strategy must route all 
partial permutations and not just all complete permutations. The lemma provides 
a partial permutation which defeats a k buffer strategy but this partial permutation 
is not obviously extendable to a complete permutation since the extra packets 
introduced may interfere with the progress of the packets fixed by the lemma 
preventing the overflow of any buffers. 
4. FURTHER RESULTS 
The theorem has many important corollaries. The n x n mesh has n2 nodes and 
degree 4 which implies 
COROLLARY 1. Any deterministic pure source-oblivious routing strategy solving 
the partial permutation problem for the n x n mesh with o(log n/log log n) buffers 
requires SZ(n’+‘) t ime, for some E > 0, in the worst case. In particular, if a strategy 
uses O(1) buffers then it runs in 12(n2) time. 
Note that the previous best lower bound was the trivial diameter lower bound of 
2n. The best known deterministic pure source-oblivious strategy for the mesh takes 
time 2n but requires in the worst case n buffers (see [KRT[]). Tsantilas [T] 
provided a randomized pure source-oblivious strategy for the mesh which requires 
O(log n/Iog log n) buffers and runs in 2n + O(log n) time. Corollary 1 shows that 
the randomization in this strategy is required. In [KRT] the first O(n) time, 
constant buffer strategy for the mesh was described. It takes time 2n + O(log n) 
and is both randomized and non-oblivious. Kunde [Ku] presented a range of 
deterministic non-oblivious strategies running in time 2n + O(n/k) using O(k) 
buffers. Recently Leighton et al. [LMT] have improved this result by achieving a 
deterministic non-oblivious strategy running in time 2n -2 and requiring only a 
constant number of buffers. 
The n node butterfly network has degree 4 so we have 
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COROLLARY 2. Any deterministic pure source-oblivious routing strategy solving 
the partiaE permutation problem for the n node butterfly with o(logn/loglogn) 
buffers requires Q(n ‘I2 + “) time, for some E > 0, in the worst case. In particular, if a 
strategy uses O(1) buffers then it runs in Q(n) time. 
The previous best lower bound in this case was Q(,,&) provided by Borodin and 
Hopcroft’s result. A naive 0(,/G) time deterministic pure source-oblivious 
strategy is possible in this case, but it requires 0( n log n) buffer capacity (see 
[KPU]). An optimal O(log n) time randomized strategy for the n node buttefly 
which uses a constant number of buffers was first given by Pippenger [PI. This 
result had the unpleasant property that deadlock could occur (though with small 
probability). Ranade [Ral] gave a deadlock-free optimal O(log n) time ran- 
domized source-oblivious strategy that also requires only a constant number of 
buffers. 
The n node shuffle-exchange network has degree 3 so we have 
COROLLARY 3. Any deterministic pure source-oblivious routing strategy solving 
the partial permutation problem for the n node shuffle-exchange network with 
o(log n/log log n) buffers requires S2(n 112+‘) time, for some E > 0, in the worst case. 
In particular, tf a strategy uses 0( 1) buffers then it runs in Q(n) time. 
Borodin and Hopcroft provided an .Q(,,&) lower bound. Lang [L] gave a deter- 
ministic pure source-oblivious strategy achieving this bound, but his strategy 
requires O(&) buffer capacity. For the case of a constant number of buffers, 
Leighton et al. [LMR] give a randomized source-oblivious strategy for the shuffle- 
exchange network running in optimal O(log n) time. 
The degree of the n node hypercube is log n so we have 
COROLLARY 4. Any deterministic pure source-oblivious routing strategy solving 
the partial permutation problem for the n node hypercube with o(log n/log log n) 
buffers requires Q(n”* +‘) time, for some E > 0, in the worst case. In particular, if a 
strategy uses 0( 1) buffers then it runs in G(n/(log n)“) time. 
Again the previous best lower bound of Q(&/(log n)3’2) was provided by 
Borodin and Hopcroft. They also describe an O(A) time deterministic pure 
source-oblivious strategy which requires however O(G) buffers. Valiant and 
Brebner’s [VB] randomized pure source-oblivious strategy for the n node hyper- 
cube runs in optimal O(log n) times and uses and only O(log n) buffers. A tighter 
analysis shows that their algorithm only requires O(log n/log log n) buffers (see 
[Ra2]). Using a different approach based on a general error-tolerant information 
dispersal algorithm an O(log n) time randomized non-oblivious strategy which uses 
a constant number of buffers was given by Rabin [R]. In this scheme, m bit packets 
are redundantly encoded into n packets containing (1 + E)(m/n) bits each, which are 
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then routed along disjoint paths. Mini-packets which would cause the buffers to 
overflow are discarded. With high probability enough packets reach their destina- 
tion for the origianl packets to be reconstructed. 
5. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Most known pure source-oblivious routing strategies for interesting networks 
require far more storage capacity than indicated by the theorem (e.g., the mesh 
requires O(n) buffers and runs in 2n time; the butterfly requires O(dz) buffers 
and runs in O(dG) time; the hypercube requires O(A) buffers and runs in 
O(h) time). When constant queues are considered, the best known upper bounds 
are achieved by routing along a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph if one exists. This 
suggests 
OPEN QUESTION 1. Give an exact tradeoff between the buffer capacity of a 
network and the time to route on it by a deterministic pure source-oblivious strategy 
for a particular network (e.g., the mesh, the butterfly, the hypercube) or for the 
general case. 
If we examine closely the known upper bounds for routing on constant degree 
networks with a constant number of buffers, the optimal strategies seem to require 
that we drop either the pureness or the obliviousness condition. Either some sort 
of handshaking protocol is run before packets are sent across edges which violates 
the definition of pure (e.g., [P, Ral, KRT]) or sorting is used as a subroutine 
which violates the definition of oblivious (e.g., [Ku], [LMT]). This leads us to ask 
OPEN QUESTION 2. Prove or disprove: Any (randomized or deterministic) pure 
oblivious routing strategy for an n node, constant degree network with a constant 
number of buffers requires Q(n) time. 
OPEN QUESTION 3. Does the lower bound shown above still hold tf we drop the 
condition that the strategy be pure? 
APPENDIX 
This appendix contains the proofs of Facts 1, 2, and 3. 
FACT 1. Let d be the maximum degree of a rooted tree, T, on n nodes. If r < n 
then T’ is a tree containing at least n/(dr + 1) nodes. If r > n then T’ is empty. 
Proof During the pruning process at most d IT’1 subtrees are removed from T, 
and each subtree may contain at most r nodes. Thus IT’1 + dr I T’I > n; i.e., 
) T’I 2 n/(dr + 1). The second statement is obvious. B 
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FACT 2. If we remove 1 edges from an n node tree then there exists a connected 
component remaining with at least n/(1 + 1) nodes. 
Proof. Removal of one edge from a tree breaks the tree into two pieces. 
Removal of subsequent edges from the tree breaks one of the remaining pieces into 
two. After removing 1 edges there remain I+ 1 pieces, one of which must contain at 
least n/(1 + 1) nodes. 1 
Before proving Fact 3 we must prove 
FACT 3’. Let j, kg0 and mZ 1. Let [A,( = iA21 = . . . = iA,1 =j and lBll = 
IB*I= . ..=(B.I=kandsayAinBi=/aforalli=1,...,n.Ifn~(j+k+m)‘+k+m 
then there exists D c { 1, . . . . n)suchthat JD~=mandAi,nBi,=@foralli,,i,~D. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on t = j + k + m. 
Base Case. t = 1. In this case j = k = 0 and m = 1 and the fact obviously holds. 
Inductive Step. Assume the fact holds for all j’, k’ > 0 and m’ 2 1 such that 
j’+k’+m’=t-1. Consider some j, k>O and ma1 such that j+k+m=t. Say 
we have a collection of n b (j + k + m)j+ k + m pairs (Ai, Bj), i= 1, . . . . n, satisfying the 
conditions of the fact. Define the following sets: 
S,={i>l ) A,nBi=O, B,nAi=O}, 
S2=(il A,nBi#O/), 
S3={i) B,nAi#(25}. 
We claim one of the following six cases must hold: 
Case 1. j= 0. In this case all the A;s are equal to the empty set. Since 
namm”>m wecan take D={l,...,m}. 
Case 2. k = 0. This case is analogous to Case 1. 
Case 3. m = 1. In this case n > 1 and D = ( 1) has the required property. 
Case4. m>l and (SII~(j+k+m-l)j+k+m-l.In thiscase by theinduc- 
tion hypothesis there exists a D’ c S, such that (D’I = m - 1 and A, n B,, = 0 for 
all iO, i, ED’. It is easy to see that D = D’ u (1) is a set of size m having the 
required property. 
Case 5. j, k>O and JS,I>j(j+k-l+m)j+k~l+m. In this case there must 
be some element BE A, which appears in l/jth of the Bt’s where iE Sz. Let 
S,={~ES~IC~EB~). Then IS,I~(j+k-l+m)j+k-l+“. By the induction 
hypothesis, if we remove ci from each of these B;s there exists a subset D of & such 
that A, n Bi, = (21 for all i,, i, ED. After restoring B to the chosen B;s it is easy to 
see that D has the required property. 
Case 6. j, k>O and IS31 >,k(j-1 +k+m)i-l+k+‘“. This case is analogous 
to Case 5. 
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If none of the above holds then 
ii, ~Si~<(1+j+k)(j+k+m-1)‘+k+m-1-3 
dn-3 (Note: m > 1). 
But since each in (2, . . . . n} occurs in at least one of the Si’s we must have 
C:= I lSil > n - 1. Therefore one of the Cases above must hold. 1 
We are now ready to prove 
FACT 3. Let j, k, 120 and m>l. Let /All = lAzl = ... = IA,1 =j, lBll = 
IB21 = ... = IB,I = k, and IC,I = lCzl = ... = IC,I =I and say Ain Bi=@, 
AinCi=@, and BinCi=@ for all i=l,...,n. If n>(2(j+k+Z)+m)j+k+i+m 
then there exists D c (1, . . . . n} such that IDI = m and A, n B, = 0, A, n C, = 0, 
and B, n C, = 0 for all i,, i, E D. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on t = j + k + 1+ m. 
Base Case. t = 1. In this case j= k = I= 0 and m = 1 and the fact obviously 
holds. 
Inductive Step. Assume the fact holds for all j’, k’, I’ > 0 and m’ > 1 such that 
j’+k’+Z’+m’=t-1. Consider some j, k, 120 and ma1 such that j+k+l+ 
m=t.Saywehaveacollectionofn~(2(j+k+I)+m)j+k+’+”triples(Ai,Bi,C,), 
i = 1, . . . . n, satisfying the conditions of the fact. Define the following sets: 
S,=(i>l I A,n(BiuCi)=fa, B,n(AiuCi)=@, C,n(AiuBi)=(20, 
&={iI A,nBi#O}, 
&={ilAInCi#@}>, 
S4= {il B,nAi#a}, 
S5={iIB,nCi#~}, 
S,={il C,nAi#@}, 
S,={iI C,nB,#jZI}. 
We claim one of the following 11 cases must hold: 
Case 1. j=O. In thiscasen>(k+I+m)k+‘+“andbyFact 3’therequired D 
exists. 
Case 2. k = 0. This case is analogous to Case 1. 
Case 3. 1 = 0. This case is analogous to Case 1. 
Case 4. m = 1. In this case n 2 1 and D = { 1 } has the required property. 
Case5. m>1andIS,(~(2(j+k+I)+m-l)j+k+‘+m-’.AsinCase4ofthe 
proof of Fact 3’, by the inductive hypothesis there exists a subset D’ of S, of size 
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m-l such that Ai,nBi,=@, AionCi,=@, and BiOnCi,=O for al] j,,,i,~D. 
Obviously D = D’ u ( 1 } is a set of size m with the required property. 
Case 6. j, k>O and IS,1 >j(2(j+k-1 +I)+m)i+k-l+‘+m. As in Case5 of 
the proof of Fact 3’, l/jth of the Bis must contain the same element 4 of A,. By 
the inductive hypothesis, after removing that element from the B;s we can find a 
D of size m which retains the required property when the element ci is restored to 
the Bls. 
Case 7. j, I>0 and IS31 aj(2(j+k+l- l)+m)i+k+‘P1+m. This case is 
analogous to Case 6. 
Case 8. j, k>O and IS41 >k(2(j-1 +k+Z)+m)‘-l+k+‘+m. This case is 
analogous to Case 6. 
Case 9. k, 1>0 and IS,1 ~k(2(j+k+f-1)+m)j+k+‘-‘+“. This case is 
analogous to Case 6. 
Case 10. j, I>0 and ISsl >1(2(j- 1 +k+l)+m)j-‘+k+‘+m. This case is 
analogous to Case 6. 
Case 11. k, I>0 and IS71 ~1(2(j+k-1+1)+m)i+k-1f’+“. This case is 
analogous to Case 6. 
If none of the above holds then 
~(2(j+k+l)+1)(2(j+k+l)+m-l)i+kf~+m-1-7 
(Note:j+k+Z+m>4) 
<n-7 (Note: m > 1). 
But since each i E (2, . . . . n} occurs in at least one of the Sls we must have 
C!= i (SJ > n - 1. Therefore one of the cases above must hold. 1 
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